Teams: The Mobile Experience
Microsoft Teams
The hub for teamwork in Microsoft 365

Persistent 1:1 & Group Chat
Powerful Online Meetings
Enterprise Calling & Voice
Built-in Office 365 Apps

Built with the enterprise-grade security and compliance our customers rely on
Stay connected with consistent experience across devices

**Desktop**
- Windows 7+
- OS X 10.10+

**Mobile**
- iPad
- iPhone
- Android

**Web**
- Edge
- Chrome
- Safari (Preview)
The Mobile Experience

- Quiet Hours
- Organization
- Notification Customization
- Content Sharing
- Location sharing
- Voice memo
- Secured photo sharing/Smart Camera

Microsoft Teams Mobile

- Chat for today’s teams
- A hub for teamwork
- Customizable for each team
- Security teams trust
- Extensible
Collaboration

Easier peer communication

Many users are habituated to popular functionalities in consumer chat apps and it's important to provide the same to make the transition to more secure enterprise tools easier.

Features like Location Sharing and Send Audio Messages enable everyone to find each other and communicate with ease, on the mobile platform of their choice.
Collaboration

**Smart Camera**

With Smart Camera, you can auto-crop images for quick sharing, editing and annotation. These *images are never stored on a user’s device* making it secure while also saving device storage space.

Particularly in regulated industries like healthcare or government, users need such privacy features to keep their enterprises compliant.
Training & Mobility

Video Availability

Enable your employees to stay up to date on all trainings or missed meetings even when they may be out of office or do not have access to a laptop.
Demo
Microsoft Teams
The hub for teamwork

Communicate

Collaborate

Customize & extend

Work with confidence

Powerful, intuitive and familiar
One place for communication, tools and files
Helping everyone save time and work better together

Secure, reliable and compatible
Streamline work with integrated tools
Improving productivity, efficiency and the bottom line